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1. INTRODUCTION 
Throughout this paper let G, G’ be finite abelian groups, written 
additively. The group ring Z[G] is the ring consisting of all elements of the 
form CgEG g Q xg with ag E Z for all g E G under the operations defined by 
Eg,G agxg)+Eg,G bgxg)=CgsG(ag+bg)xg and (CgEG agyX(CgEG bgx7 = 
LG (C (gt.gz)EGxG.g,tgz=g a b 8, 8, )x”. In writing, terms with coeffkient zero 
may be omitted and aGo may be identified with ao. An integer t is called a 
multiplier of an element, say d(x), of Z[G] if (t, ] G]) = 1 and d(x’) = xgd(x) 
for some g E G, where if d(x) = CgEG agxg then d(x’) is defined as 
c gsG agxtg which is compatible with the definition d(x”) = CgcG agxufg) for 
any homomorphism a from G to G’. Theorem 2.1 generalizes some 
multiplier theorems shown in [3,5-g, 11, 131 and proves a sufficient 
condition for t being a multiplier of d(x) which satisfies the equation 
d(x) d(x”) = a + M(x) + cG(x) for some integers a, b, c, a subgroup H of G 
and a homomorphism a: G -+ G such that either H = G or H” = H. The 
problem was originally studied for constructing a multiplier theorem for 
group divisible difference sets (GDDSs) which will be introduced in 
Section 3. 
Special attention is given to the multiplicative group formed by all 
multipliers which fix a cyclic GDDS with ;1, = 0 and ;1, = 1. Theorem 6.2 
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shows that under certain conditions, no two distinct pairs of elements of the 
multiplier group produce common nonzero additive difference. By this 
property, Hoffman’s multiplier theorem implies that for 22 Q k < 5000, a 
cylic affine plane of order k exists only if k is a prime power. For any 
positive integer N, let MA&N) be the multiplicative group generated by all 
prime factors of N modulo N* - 1. We hope that for any integer N > 22 not 
being a prime power, M&N) contains two distinct pairs of elements 
producing common nonzero additive difference in ZN2-r. If this is indeed 
true then the conjecture “every finite cyclic affine plane has its order a prime 
power” is established. Theorem 6.2 can be also used to check the conjecture 
“every finite projective plane has its order a prime power,” but it is already 
found not to be a dominant tool in this case because cyclic projective planes 
of order 718 do not exist but the multiplier groups otherwise determined by 
Hall’s multiplier theorem contains no elements t,, t,, t,, t, such that in 
Z 7,82+7L8+ i, (t,, t2) # (f3, t.,) and t, -t, = t3 - t, # 0. However, for any 
integer N, 2 1 < N Q 3000, N is not a prime power, if it cannot be determined 
by Theorem 6.2 whether a cyclic projective plane of N exists, it can be 
always determined by the following condition [ 1, Theorem 4.51: 
(Pl) If there exists a finite cyclic projective plane of order N and 
N = 4 or 6 (mod 8) then N is a square. 
2. A MULTIPLIER THEOREM OF GROUP RING 
Let /3: G --$ G’ be a homomorphism. Similar to the w-multipliers defined in 
[ 11, a [PI-multiplier of a member d(x) of Z[G] is defined as an integer t 
which is a multiplier of d(x”) in Z[G’]. In case G’ c G and there exists an 
integer w  such that /J(g) = wg for all g in G, then a [PI-multiplier may be 
called a [w]-multiplier. Note that every group homomorphism a from G to 
G’ can be extended to a ring homomorphism a* from Z[G] to Z[G’] by 
setting a*(C gpG a#> = CggG v n(g). If f(x) E Z[ G], let f(x”) = a* (J(x)). 
If t is an integer then t, : G -t G defined by tG( g) = tg for all g E G is a 
homomorphism. We will denotef(x’G) by, simply,f(x’).f(x’“) can be used to 
denote for either (tz, o a*)df(x)) or (a* o ta)df(x)) because t$, 0 a* = 
a* 0 tc* . If f(x) = C gEG a,xg, letf(1) = CgEG ag. For any subset D of G, let 
D(x) = CdcD xd if D is not empty and =O otherwise. Obviously,f(x) G(x) = 
f(1) G(x). If P and Q are polynomials on m and n variables, respectively, 
and for SOme f,(x), fAx),...,f&), g,(x), g2(x),..., g,(x) in ZiGI, Wi(x>9 
f2(x>,...,.L(x)) = Q(g,@), g2(xL g,(x)), then pV;(l), f2Uh...~fm(l)) = 
Q(g,(lh -..p g,(l)). Define s~pp(C,,~ a,xg) = (g E G ( ag # O}.f(x) is called 
a singleton if ] supp(f(x))( = 0 or 1. For a subgroup H of G, let G/H be the 
quotient group of H in G with the cosets of H in G as its elements and let 
u(~,~) : G + H be the endomorphism determined by oCc,“,( g) = H + g. 
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THEOREM 2.1. Let G be an abelian group of order v and exponent v* 
and H a subgroup of order n. Let a: G --) G be a homomorphism such that 
either H = G or Ha = H. Suppose d(x) E Z [ G] satisfies 
d(x) d(x”) = a + bH(x) + cG(x) (2.1) 
for some integers a, 6, c. Let t be a positive integer. If there exist positive 
integers k, and k, such that: 
(Ml) a=k,k,, (k,,v*)= 1; 
(M2) for any prime factor p of k, , there exists a nonnegative integer f, 
such that t = fl (mod v*); and 
(M3) t is a [o(,,,,]-multiplier of d(x), 
then for some g, E G and f(x) E Z [ G], f (x”(G3H)) = k, and d(x’) d(x”) = 
xg’(k, f (x) + bH(x) + cG(x)). If in addition, one of the following is satisfied: 
(Tl) k, = 1 and a = -1, i.e., a(g) = -g for all g E G, 
(T2) all coeflcients of d(x) are nonnegative and k, > b + c, k, > c, 
then f(x) is a singleton and d(x’) d(x”) = xgd(x) d(x”) in Z[ G] for some 
g E G. In this case, d(x’) = xgd(x) if 
(TTI) a+bn#O, or 
(TT2) a = -1 and all coeflcients of d(x) are either 0 or 1. 
To prove the theorem, let d(x) satisfy (2.1) for integers a, b, c, and let 
S(x) = d(x’) d(x”) - cG(x). (2.2) 
For the following properties and lemmas, we assume that G is an abelian 
group of order v and exponent v*, H is a subgroup of order n, o = u,~,~) and 
a: G -+ G is a homomorphism. 
(Xl) For all g(x)E Z[G], there exists g,(x) E Z[G] such that, 
g(x) H(x) = gl(x) H(x) and no two elements of supp(gi(x)) belong to the 
same coset of H in G. If s is an integer dividing g(x) H(x) then s divides 
g, (x>- 
(X2) Suppose g(x) E Z[G], g( 1) = 0 and g(x)(a’ + b’H(x) + 
c’G(x)) = 0 for some integers a’, b’ and c’. If a’ # 0 and a’ + b’n # 0 then 
g(x) = 0. 
(X3) If g(x) E Z[ G] and g(x”) = CX~(~I) for some g, E G, then 
g(x) H(x) = cx”‘H(x). If in addition, all coefficients of g(x) are nonnegative, 
then supp( g(x)) c H + g, . 
(X4) If A(x) E Z[G] for all i = 1, 2,..., e and all their coefficients 
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are nonnegative then supp(m= r J;(x)) = z=, supp(&(x)) in G. If 
supp(fi(x)) # 0 for all i then ( supp(nje, I fj(X))\ >, 1 SUPP( fi(X)>I for all i. 
LEMMA 2.1.1. Zf t, e are positive integers such that te E 1 (mod v*), then 
nT:d S(xfi) = (a + bH(x))e. 
Proof. Substitute 1 for x in (2.1) and (2.2), then S(1) = (d(l))* - cv = 
a + bn. Since (t, v*) = 1, (2.1) implies d(x”) d(x”a) = a + bH(x) + cG(x) for 
all i=O, 1,2 ,..., e- 1. Therefore nB:d S(x”) = nT:i (d(x”“)(d(x”“) - 
cG(x)) = flF:i (d(x”) d(x’“)) + tG(x) = (a + bH(x) + cG(x))e + [G(x) = 
(a + bH(x))e + e’G(x) f or some integers e and P. Substitute 1 for x, then P 
and so I-IT:,’ S(x”) = (a + bH(x))e. 
LEMMA 2.1.2. Let t be an integer such that (t, v*) = 1. Zf t is a 
multiplier of d(x) then S(x) = xg(a t bH(x)) for some g E G. The converse is 
truetfa+Oanda+bn#O. 
Proof Suppose d(x’) = xgd(x), g E G. Then S(x) = xg(d(x) d(x”) - 
cG(x)) = xg(a + bH(x)). Conversely, if S(x) = xg(a + bH(x)) then 
d(x’) d(x”) = xg(a + bH(x) + cG(x)) = xgd(x) d(x”) and (d(x’) - Xgd(x)) 
d(x*) = 0. Multiply both sides by d(x), then (d(x’) - xgd(x))(a + bH(x) t 
cG(x)) = 0. By (X2), when a # 0 and a + bn # 0, d(x’) = *d(x) and so t is a 
multiplier of d(x). 
LEMMA 2.1.3. Let d(x) E Z[G] satisfy (2.1) and t, epositive integers >2 
such that te = 1 (mod v*). Suppose f(x) E Z[G], f (x”) = a > 0, P(x) = 
nT:d f (x’) and S(x) =xg(f(x) + bH(x)) for some gE G. Then 
F(x) = aexgl + e(xgl - 1) H(x) with g, = -(t’ - l)/(t - 1) g and t? = 
[(a + bn)’ - a’]/n. Furthermore, 
(i) ifg, E H or b = 0 or supp(F(x)) c H, then F(x) is a singleton, 
x h E H(i!ndfall coefficients off ( ) are nonnegative, then f (x) = axh for some 
(;ii) $a=-1 thenf(x) f(x-‘)=a*. 
Proof According to the hypotheses and Lemma 2.1.1, (a + bH(x))e = 
n;:o’ S(x”) = ns:,’ xfig(f (x”) + bH(x)) = x-~’ j-J:=; (f (xfi) + bH(x)). By 
(X3), f (x7 = a implies f(x) H(x) = f (x”) H(x) = aH(x) for all i = 
0, 1, 2,..., e - 1. Therefore nl:i (f (x”) t bH(x)) = n:It f (x”) + tH(x) = 
xgl(a + bH(x))” = xgL(ae + tH(x)) and F(x) = aexgl t t’(xgl - 1) H(x). For (i), 
it is clear that if g, E H or b = 0 then F(x) = aexg’. Suppose g, 4 H, b # 0 
but supp(F(x)) c H. Then F(X) = (ae + e) xgL + exgl(H(x) - 1) - eH(x), 
where supp(x”‘), supp(Xg’(H(x) - 1)) and supp(H(x)) are pairwise disjoint in 
G. So ae + e = 0 and, either H = (0} or e = 0. This implies F(x) = ae. For 
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(ii), because f(x”) = a, if all coefficients of f(x) are nonnegative then 
suppdf(x)) c H and so supp(F(x)) cH. By (i), F(x) = aexhl for 
some h,EH. Therefore I suppdf(x))l G 1 and f(x) = ax” for 
some h E H by (X4). For (iii), let a = - 1 then S(x) S(x-‘) = (d(x’) 
d(x-‘) - cG(x))(d(x-‘) d(x) - CC(X)) = (d(x’) d(x-‘))(d(x) d(x-‘)) + [c’v - 
2c(d( 1))‘) G(x) = (a + bH(x) + CC(X))’ + (c’v - 2c(d( I))*) G(x). On the 
other hand, S(x) S(x- ‘) = u(x) + bH(x))(f(x-‘) + bH(x)) = f(x) f(x- ‘) + 
b( f(x) + f(x- ‘)) H(x) + b*nH(x). But f(x”) =f(x-“) = a, so f(x) H(x) = 
f(x- ‘) H(x) = aH(x). B y equating the above expressions for S(x) S(x-‘), 
using (d(l))* = a + bn + cu and eliminating common terms, we have 
f(x) f(x- ‘) = a*. 
For elements a, b, c, d of a ring R, a = b (mod c) means a - b = cs for 
somesinRanda~~(moddc,d)meansa-b=cs+dfforsomes,tinR. 
If in particular, a = 0 (mod c), we say that c divides a or c 1 a. The relations 
=(mod c) and r(modd c, d) are two equivalence relations on R. Besides, if 
x E R, a 3 x(mod c) and x = b(modd c, d), then a = b(modd c, d). 
LEMMA 2.1.4. Let f(x), c(x) E Z[G]. Suppose p is a prime > 2, 
(p, v*) = 1. Then the following statements are equivalent: 
(i) f(x) 3 0 (modd p, c(x)); 
(ii) (j(x))’ E 0 (moddp’, c(x))for some positive integer !; 
(iii) (f(x))‘= 0 (moddp, c(x))@- some positive integer 6’. 
Proof It suffices to show that (iii) implies (i). Suppose (f(x))‘= 0 
(moddp, c(x)). Let e be a positive integer such that pe 2 e and pe = 1 
(mod v*). Then f(x) = f(x”‘) 3 (f(x))“’ (modp) = (f(x>)‘df(x))l)‘-‘- 
0 (modd p, c(x)). 
LEMMA 2.1.5. Let K be 0 or a subgroup of G. Let p be a prime > 2 and 
(p, v*) = 1. Suppose f(x) E Z[G] and s is a positive integer. Then the 
following statements are equivalent: 
(i) f(x) = 0 (modd p”, K(x)); 
(ii) (J’(x))’ = 0 (modd p”“, K(x)) for some positive integer e; 
(iii) f (x”“‘) f (x”“‘) . . . f (?“I) _= 0 (moddp”‘, K(x)) for some integer e 
and nonnegative integers u,, u2 ,..., u,. 
Proof It suffices to show that (iii) implies (i). We prove it by induction 
let u = pU1 + pU* + . . . + pup 
Txp”‘i*f ($ien. f J$f)ltmod p) E 0 
then (f(x))” = 
(modd p, K(x)). By Lemma 2.1.4, 
f(x) = 0 (moddp, K(x)) as desired. Suppose s > 2. (iii) implies 
f (xpu’) f (xp”*‘) . . . f (xp”‘) E 0 (modd p - Q ‘M K(x)). By induction hypothesis, , 
f(x) E 0 (moddpS-‘, K(x)). Let g(x), h,(x) E Z[G] such that f(x) = 
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Ps- ‘g(x) + h,(x) K(x). Then f(xP”‘) f(xP”*) . . . f(xP”‘) = p(s-l)‘g(xpu’) 
g(x”“‘) ..a g(x”“‘) + h*(x) K(x) =p”‘k(x) + h3(x) K(x) for some k(x), h,(x), 
h,(x) E Z[G]. So, 
P (‘-‘)’ ib dx”“‘) - p’k(x)) = (h(x) - h,(x)) K(x). (2.3) 
If K = 0 then K(x) = 0 and JJi= I g(x”“) =p’k(x) E 0 (moddp’, K(x)). If 
K # 0 then K is a subgroup of G and by (Xl), (2.3) implies (h,(x) - 
hz(X)) K(x) =p+ l)Eh(X) K(x) for some h(x) E Z[G]. Therefore 
n:= i g(xp”‘) = p’k(x) + h(x) K(x) = 0 (modd p’, K(x)). By the proof for the 
case s = 1, g(x) z 0 (modd p, K(x)) and thus f(x) = 0 (modd ps, K(x)). 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. Because of condition (M3), the statement is 
obvious when n = 1. Suppose n > 2. Let e be a positive integer such that 
te = 1 (mod v*). For a prime p > 2 with p ) k, , let sp be the greatest integer s 
such that psj k,. 
nlri S(x”) E 0 
By (M2) and Lemma 2.1.1., JJ:, S(xpVp) = 
(moddp’“p, H(x)). Lemma 2.1.5 implies S(x) - 0 
(moddp”p, H(x)). Let fp(x), h,(x) E Z[G] such that S(x) = p”p(f,(x)) + 
h,(x) H(x). By the Chinese Remainder Theorem, there exists h(x) in Z[G] 
such that h(x) z h,(x) (modp”p) for every prime p dividing k,. Therefore 
s(x) - h(x) H(x) 5 0 (modp”p) for every prime p dividing k, . So, 
S(x)=k,f,(x) + W)Wx) (2.4) 
for some fi(x) E Z[G]. 
By (M3), there exists g E G such that d(x’“) =x”@)d(xU). Let 
W, , H, ,..., H,} be the set of all distinct cosets of H in G and g E H,. By 
(X2), we may assume h(x) = Cy!, eixgi for some gi E Hi, ei E Z for all 
i E { 1, 2,..., m}. Furthermore, we may choose e,, e,,..., e, such that 
le,-bl <k,, and leil < k, for all iE 12, 3 ,..., m}. (2.5) 
Then 
d(x’“) = x-) d(x”). (2.6) 
Let E: G/H + G/H be defined by E(H + g) = H + a(g) for all g E G. Since 
H = G or H” = H, E is a well-defined homomorphism and the diagrams 
G -+%G ZIGI p- Z[G] 
D 
I 1 
(I and 0” 
I I 
a* 
G/H 7 G/H Z[GIHl~ ZIG/HI 
are commutative. So, we may denote E and E* by a. Let G, = G/H 
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and apply cr to S(x). By (2.2, (2.6), (2.1) and (2.4), S(x”) = aid 
~~““)~~~l’;l_‘,“u’gl’(a + bn) = k,f,(x”) + n Crzl e#‘(gr) in ZIGl]. 
c;= 2 e,:.,:, f 
*xdgl)) = n(bXd81) _ x7!, ebb) = n( (b - e,) xocgl) - 
}. If possible, suppose f,(x”) # kZ~u’gl). Because (k,, n) = 1 and 
4g,h fJ(g2)9..., a(g,) are distinct, k, 1 (b - e,) and k, 1 ei for all i = 2, 3 ,..., m. 
By (2.5), e, = 6, e2 = e3 = . . . = e, = 0 and hence k,(f,(x”) - kZ~U’gl)) = 0 
which is a contradiction. Therefore, f,(x”) = k2xucgI) and h(x) = bxgl. Let 
j(x) = x-“f,(x). Thenf(x”) = k, and S(x) = xg’(k,f(x) + W(x)). That is, 
d(x’) d(x”) = xg’(k,f(x) + bH(x) + cG(x)). (2.7) 
Case 1. Suppose (Tl) holds. By Lemma 2.1.3(iii), f(x)f(x-‘) = kz = 1. 
Suppose f(x) = CgpG cgxg. Then C,,, ci = 1 = the constant term of 
f(x)f(x-‘). So, th ere exists h E G such that ci = 1 and c, = 0 for all g in 
G - {h}. f(x”) = 1 implies h E H and c,, = 1. Thereforef(x) = k,xh. 
Case 2. Suppose (T2) holds. Equation (2.1) implies a + b + c > 0, 
b + c > 0, and if G # H then c > 0. As the coefficients of the left-hand side 
of (2.7) are nonnegative and coefficients of bH(x) + cG(x) are either b + c or 
c, conditions k, > b + c and k, > c imply that all coefftcients of f(x) are 
nonnegative. By Lemma 2.1.3(ii),f(x) = k,xh for some h E H. 
Therefore, if (Tl) or (T2) is satisfied thenf(x) = k,xh for some h E H. Let 
g = g, + h. Then (2.7) can be rewritten as d(x’) d(x”) = 
xg(u + bH(x) + cG(x)) = xgd(x)d(xa). In this case, (i) if (TTI) is satisfied 
then by multiplying d(x) to the above equation, we have 
(d(x’) - x%f(x))(a + bH(x) + cG(x)) = 0. This implies d(x’) = xgd(x) by 
(X2). (ii) If (TT2) is satisfied, then let D = supp(d(x)) and k = IDI. Then 
d(x) = D(x) and D(x’) D(x- ‘) = xgD(x) D(x- ‘) = xg(u + bH(x) + cG(x)). 
Besides, k = a + b + c = the constant term of either side of (2.1) = the coef- 
ficient of xg in D(x’) D(x-‘). So, there exist distinct pairs (di, ci), 
i= 1, 2,..., konDsuchthattdi-c~=gforalli=l,2,...,k.But(t,v*)=1, 
necessarily all dts are distinct and all ci)s are distinct. Therefore 
(4. 4 ,.a., dk} = {c,, c2,...r ck} = D and D(x’) = xgD(x), i.e., d(x’) = xgd(x). 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
COROLLARY 2.1.1. Let G be an ubeliun group of order v and exponent 
v* and a: G -+ G a homomorphism. Suppose d(x) E Z[G] and d(x) d(x”) = 
a + cG(x) for some integers u and c. Let b = 0. If t, k,, k, are positive 
integers, (c, v*) = 1 such that (Ml), (M2) and one of (Tl) and (T2) are 
satisfied, then t is a multiplier of d(x). 
Proof: Clear by setting H = G and using Theorem 2.1. 
In the theorem, (M3) can be replaced with conditions in terms of integer 
parameters only as follows. 
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COROLLARY 2.1.2. Let G be an abelian group of order v and exponent 
v*, H a subgroup of index m > 2 and order n and a: G-+ G a 
homomorphism such that H” = H. Suppose d(x) E Z[G] satisfies (2.1) for 
some integers a, b, c and o = u(a,n,. If t, k,, k, are positive integers such 
that (t, v*) = 1 and (Ml), (M2) and one of the following conditions are 
satisfied: 
(M3a) t E 1 (mod m); 
(M3b) a = -1, a + bn > 1 and (a + bn) 1 k,; 
(M3c) ail coeflcients of d(x”) are nonnegative, a + bn > 1 and 
(a + bn, k,) > cn, 
then (M3) is satisfied. 
Proof: Obviously, (M3a) implies (M3). Suppose (M3b) or (M3c) is 
satisfied. Let G, = G/H and d,(x)= d(x”) in Z[G]. The (2.1) implies 
d,(x) d,(x”) = a + bn + cnG,(x) in Z[G]. Let a’ = a + bn, b’ = 0, c’ = cn 
and let k’, , kk be positive integers such that k; = a’, k; = 1 if (M3b) holds 
and k; = (a + bn, k,), k’, = a//k;, otherwise. Then (M3) follows by applying 
Corollary 2.1.1 to d,(x). 
3. MULTIPLIER THEOREMS OF ABELIAN GDDSs AND 
GENERALIZED GDDSs 
Let us call a subset D of G a group divisible (GD) a-addition set of G if 
a: G + G is a homomorphism and there exist nonnegative integers I,, AZ and 
a subgroup H of G such that for every nonzero element g of G, 
l{(dl, d2)] d,, d, E D, d, + a(d,) = g}] is equal to L, if g E H and equal to i, 
if g @ H. Such a GD a-addition set is called abelian because G is abelian as 
always assumed in this paper. It is called cyclic if G is cyclic. H will be 
called a divisor group and D will be called a GD a-addition set of G relative 
to H. D is said to have parameters (m, n; k; I,, A,) if [G : H] = m, /HI = n 
and ] DI = k. When a = - 1, GD a-addition sets have been called GD 
difference sets (GDDSs). GD a-addition sets relative to H = {0} have been 
called a-addition sets [9]. A GDDS with parameter (m, n; k; A1, A,) will be 
called an (m, n; k; Ai, A,)-GDDS. (m, n; k; 0, A,)-GDDSs have been called 
relative difference sets and (v, 1; k, 0, k)-GDDSs have been called (v, k, A)- 
differeence sets. 
Suppose p: G -+ G’ is a group homomorphism. An integer t is called a [PI- 
multiplier of a subset D of G if t is a [/I]-multiplier of D(x) in Z[G]. It is a 
multiplier of D if it is a multiplier of D(x). [WI-multipliers of D can be 
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similarly defined. Note that a [/?I-multiplier of a member d(x) of Z[G] is a 
multiplier of ,f@upp(d(x))), but it may not be a [a]-multiplier of supp(d(x)). 
Let D be a GD a-addition set of G relative to H, then in Z[G], D(x)D(x”) 
= a, + A,(H(x) + 1) + I,(G(x) - H(x)) = (a, - A,) + (A, - A,) H(x) + 
&G(X) where a,, = Jj(d, , d,) / d,, d, E D, d, + a(&) = O)]. Obviously, if 
H” = H then Theorem 2.1, Corollaries 2.1.1 and 2.1.2 give some multiplier 
theorems for D. We now state those for abelian GDDSs. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let D be an abelian (m, n; k; 1,) A,)-GDDS of G relative 
to H. Let G have order v and exponent v*. Let o = u(o,n, and t, k,, k, be 
positive integers such that 
(MDI) k-A, = k,k,, (k,, v*) = I, 
(MD2) for every prime p dividing k,, t = fi (mod v*) for some 
nonnegative integer f,, and 
(MD3) t is a multiplier of D(x”), 
then D(x’) D(x- ‘) = xg[k, f (x) + (I, - AZ) H(x) + 1, G(x)] for some 
f(x) E Z[ G] with f (x”) = k, and f (x) f (x- ‘) = k: . t is a multiplier of D if, in 
addition, one of the following is satisfied: 
(TDl) k, = 1, 
(TD2) k, > A, and k, > A,, 
(TD3) k, = 2, v is odd, if 7 1 v then t is a quadratic residue module 7. 
Proof: Let d(x) = D(x) in Z[G]. Then d(x) d(x-‘) = a + bH(x) + CC(X) 
with a=k-A,, b=A,-II, and c=l,. By Theorem2.1 and 
Lemma 2.1.3(iii), conditions (MDl), (MD2) and (MD3) imply that there 
exist g E G, f(x) E ZIG] such that f(x”) = k,, f(x)f(x-‘) = kf and 
D(x’) D(x-‘) = xg[k,f(x) + (3Li -A,) H(x) +&G(x)]. Besides, if (TDl) or 
(TD2) holds then t is a multiplier of D(x) and hence, D. It remains one case 
to check. Suppose (TD3) holds. WLOG, we may assume G = Z, and 
H = mZ,. To show that t is a multiplier of D, it suffices to show that f (x) is 
a singleton, according to Theorem 2.1. Let f(x) = ,&, cgxg. Then 
c gEGCg=2 and Cgec g c* = 4. If possible, suppose f(x) is not a singleton, 
then f (x) = xg1 + xgz + xg3 - xgo for some distinct elements g, , g,, g,, g, of G. 
Let h,=g,-g, for each i= I,2 and 3 andf,(x)=Cj=,x% Then h,, h,, h, 
are nonzero and distinct. Also, f(x) = xgOdfi(x) - 1). Since f(x) f (x-l) = 4, 
f,(x)f,(x-‘) =fr(x) +f,(x-‘) + 3. Let L = the list [h, - h2, h, -h,, 
h,--h,, h,-h,, h,-h,, h,-h3] and R=the list [h,,h,, h,, -h,, -h,, 
-h3], then 
L=R. (3.1) 
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In L, (h, - h2) + (h, - h3) t (h3 -hi) = 0 and so in R, h, t h, t h, = 0 or 
h, + h, - h, = 0 or h, - h, t h, = 0 or --hi t h, t h, = 0. 
Case 1. Suppose hit/z,-h,=O or h,-h,+h,=O or -hit 
h, + h, = 0. WLOG, assume h, = h, t h,. Then (3.1) implies that the lists 
[h, -h,, h, - h2] and [h, t h,, -(h2 t h3)] are equal. Therefore, h, - h, = 
either h, + h, or -(h2 + h,). Since u is odd, we will then have either h, = 0 
or h, = 0 which is a contradiction. 
Case 2. Suppose h, + h, t h, = 0 but hi # hi t h, for all (i, j, k} = 
(1,2,3!. Then h,-h,&{h,,h,,-h,,-h3}. From (3.1), h,-h,=-hl or 
h,, i.e. h, = 2h, or h, = 2h,. Similarly, h, = 2h, or h, = 2h,, and, h, = 2h, 
or h,=2h,. WLOG, assume h, = 2h,. Then h, # 2h, which implies 
h,=2h,, h,#2h, and h,=2h,. In this case, O=h,th,th,=7h,= 
7h, = 7h,. So, 7 1 u and {h,, h,, h,} = {c, 2{, 45} for some < of order 7 in G. 
Let F,, = {C 2<, 4c3 and K = (<), the group generated by < in G. Thenf(x) = 
xgo(F,,(x) - 1) and JK n H] is equal to either 1 or 7. But f(x”) = 2, so 
F,nH#Oandso]KnH]=7andKcH.Thisimpliesg,EH.Buttisa 
quadratic residue modulo 7, so F,(x”) = F,(x) for all nonnegative integers i. 
Let e be a positive integer such that te E 1 (mod u*). By Lemma 2.1.3(i), 
since supp(nF:i f(xf’)) c H, we have x-(~~-~“(~-‘)~~ jJr:,l f(x”) = 
(F,(x) - 1)’ = 2’xh E 0 (mod 2’) for some h E H. 
By Lemma 2.1.4, F,,(x) - 1 3 0 (mod 2) which is impossible. The proof of 
the theorem is hence complete. 
Given an (m, n; k; A,, AJGDDS D of G relative to H, it is known that 
and 
D(x) D(x-‘) = k t &(H(x) - 1) t A,(G(x) - H(x)) (3.2) 
k* - A,u = k -A, t (A1 - A,)n > 0. (3.3) 
If H,, H2,..., H, are distinct cosets of H in G, then s, , s2,..., s, defined by 
si = ] D n HiI for all i are called intersection numbers of D relative to H. 
Clearly, CT!, si = k and Cy!, sl(sl - 1) = A,(n - 1). It can be proved that 
k* - A, u = 0 in (3.3) iff all intersection numbers are the same. D is called 
affine relative to H if D has exactly two distinct intersection numbers relative 
to H and it is called special affme relative to H if it is afline relative to H 
and each of the intersection numbers occurs exactly once or (m - 1) times in 
the list [si, sz,..., s,]. We show some properties in [7] with a different proof 
in the next theorem. 
THEOREM 3.2. Suppose D is an afine (m, n; k; A,, A,)-GDDS of an 
abelian group G relative to H. If a, b are distinct intersection numbers 
of D relative to H and A=(KEG/H\IDnKJ=a}, B= 
(KEG/HIIDnKI=b}. Then: 
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(i) A, B are difference sets of G/H. Zf they have parameters (m, IA 1, 
AA) and (m,lBl, A,) respectively, then k2 - AZ v = (a - b)*(JA 1 - A,) = 
(a - b)*(( B) - I,) > 0. 
(ii) Zf u = (k* - &v)/(a - b)* then m* - 4u(m - 1) is a perfect 
square. 
(iii) D is special aflne relative to H ~fl k2 - A2 v = (a - b)2. 
(iv) Zf t is a multiplier of D in G then t is a multiplier of A and B in 
G/H. 
ProoJ Let u = ocG,Hj and G, = G/H. According to the definitions for a, 
b, A and B, A f7 B = 0, A U B = G, and D(x”) = aA + bB(x) in Z[G,]. 
Therefore k = a (A ] + b (B( and A(x) + B(x) = G,(x). So, 
D(x”) = (a - 6) A(x) + bG,(x) = (b - a) B(x) + aG,(x). (3.4) 
(i) From (3.2), D(x”) D(x-“) = [k - L, + (2, - L,)n] + A,nG,(x) in 
Z[G,]. But D(x”) D(x-“) can be also expressed in terms of A(x)A(x-‘) or 
B(x) B(x-‘) due to (3.4). Solving for A(x) A(x-‘) and B(x) B(x-‘), we have 
A(x) A(x-‘) = (k’ - L,v)/(a - b)* + ,I, G,(x), 
B(x) B(x-‘) = (k’ - 1, v)/(a - b)’ + LB G,(x) 
(3.5) 
(3.6) 
with A, = (13,n - [2(a -b) (Al b + b*m]}/(a -b)’ and AB = {I,n - 
[2(b-a)(BJa+ a’m]}/(a - b)*. So A, B are difference sets of G, as desired. 
Furthermore, by comparing constant terms of both sides of (3.5) and (3.6), 
we have IA I= (k* - A,v)/(a - b)* + 2, and 1 BI = (k* - L,v)/(a - b)* + 2,. 
Therefore, k2 - 1, v = (a - b)*(lA / - 1,) = (a - b)*(I B I - A,) > 0. 
(ii) From (i), u=IAl-1, and A,= [IA/(/AI- l)]/(m-l), so IAl- 
[I A [(I A ) - l)]/(m - 1) = u, i.e., IAl*-mIA)+(m- l)u=O. Similarly, 
lBj’---C;I</+(m-l)u=O. But 21AI+IBI=m, therefore (IAl,IBI}= 
{[mf m -4u(m- 1)]/2} d an m - 4u(m - 1) must be a perfect square. 
(iii) D is special afIine relative to H iff {(A (, /B I} = ( 1, m - 1 } iff 
u=(A(-L,=(B(--A,= 1 iff k2-&v=(a-b)*. 
(iv) If t is a multiplier of D in G then D(x’) = xgD(x) for some g E G. 
Together with (3.4), we have D(x’o) = (a - b) A(x’) + bG,(x) = 
(a - b) x”@)A (x) + bG,(x). Therefore A(x’) = x”@)A (x) and t is a multiplier 
of A. Similarly, r is a multiplier of B, 
Because of Corollary 2.1.2 and the above properties of aflke GDDSs, the 
condition (MD3) in Theorem 3.1 can be ignored in one of the following 
cases: 
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(MD3a) t E 1 (mod m); 
(MD3b) k2-I,u > 1 and (k*-&v))k,; 
(MD3c) k2 -&u > 1 and (k* - A2v, k,) > A,n; 
(MD3d) ,I, = 0 or k* - A,u = 0 or D is special aftine relative to H; 
(MD3e) D is affine relative to H and t is a multiplier of A or B, where 
A, B are similarly defined as in Theorem 3.2. 
We can state a [PI-multiplier theorem as follows. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let G, G’ be abelian groups of order v and VI, respec- 
tively. Let p: G + G’ be an endomorphism and D be an (m, n; k; L,, A&- 
GDDS of G relative to H. If H’ = Hs, k* - A2 v # 0 and t, k, , k, are positive 
integers such that (MBl), (MB2), (MB3) and one of (TBl), (TB2) defined 
below are satisfied then t is a [#multiplier of D. 
(MBI) k-A,=k,k2, (kl,v’)= 1. 
(MB2) For every prime p dividing k,, t E pfp (mod v’) for some 
nonnegative integer f, . 
(MB3) t is a [u ,,,,,,,I-multiplier of 0(x4) 
(TBI) k,= 1. 
(TB2) k, > A,v/v’ + (A1 -A&z/] H’I and k, > &v/v’. 
Here, (MB3) can be ignored if 
(MB3a) t z 1 (mod v’,/]H’ I), or 
(MB3b) k* - &v > 1 and (k* - A2 v) 1 k,, or 
(MB3c) k2 - 1, v > 1 and (k2 - 1, v, k,) > A2 v/v’ (H’ 1. 
Prooj Let d(x) = 0(x4) in Z[G’]. Then d(x) d(x-‘) = a + bH’(x) + 
CC’(X) with a = k-1,, b = (A, - A,)n/]H’] and c =r32u/v’. By (3.3), if 
k*-A2v#0 then k*-A,v=a+b/H’]>O. Let a=-1. Then everything 
follows by Theorem 2.1 and Corollary 2.1.2. 
4. SOME KNOWN MULTIPLIER THEOREMS 
Let G have order v and exponent v *. All the following known multiplier 
theorems can be obtained from either Theorem 2.1 or Theorem 3.1. 
(1) Hall’s multiplier theorem for abelian difference sets. For abelian 
(v, k, A)-difference sets of G, an integer t is a multiplier if (i) k - A= k, k,, 
are positive integers, (k,, v*) = 1, (ii) for every prime p dividing k,, 
t = p’p (mod v*) for some nonnegative integer tp, and (iii) k, > 1. 
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(2) [ 131. For abelian (u, k, I)-difference sets of G, an integer t is a 
multiplier if (i) k - A= 2k,, (k,, u*) = 1, (ii) for every prime p dividing k,, 
I 3 p’p (mod u*) for some nonnegative integer t,,, and (iii) if 7 ] v then t is a 
quadratic residue modulo 7. 
(3) For cyclic (N + 1, N - 1; N, 0, I)-GDDSs, every prime factor of N 
is a multiplier. 
(4) [3]. For abelian (m, n; k; 0, I)-GDDSs of G, an integer t is a 
multiplier if (i) k = k, k,, k,, k, are positive integers, (k,, v*) = 1, (ii) for 
every prime p dividing k, , t =p’p (mod u*) for some nonnegative integer tp, 
and (iii) k, > I. 
(5) [ 71. For cyclic special afline (m, n; k; 1,) A,)-GDDSs, a prime p is a 
multiplier if (i) p ] u, p ] k - 1, and (ii) p > A, and p > k2 -A, u. 
(6) [9]. For cyclic a-addition sets D of G with parameters (v, 1; k; 0, A), 
let d= (((d,, d2)) d,, d, E D, d, + a(d,) = O}] -A. Then an integer t is a 
multiplier if (i) d = k, k,, k,, k, are positive integers, (k,, u) = 1, (ii) for 
every prime p dividing k,, t E fl (mod u) for some nonnegative integer f,, 
and (iii) k, > A. 
(7) [ll]. Suppose d(x) E Z[G] and d(x) d(x-‘) = u + cG(x) for some 
integers a > 0 and c. An integer t is a multiplier of d(x) if (a, v*) = 1 and for 
every prime p dividing a, t E fl (mod v*) for some nonnegative integer&. 
5. MULTIPLIERS WHICH FIX A SUBSET OF A GROUP 
A subset D of G is said to be fixed by an integer t if tD = D, where tD = 
{ td 1 d E D}. For any g E G, D + g is called a translate of D in G. Note that 
an integer t is a multiplier of D iff it is a multiplier of a translate of D iff it is 
a multiplier of G -D. For G, the following GDDSs are called trivial: 
H+G, G-(H+g), (Z-f-{O})+g, G-[(H-{O})+g], where H is a 
subgroup of G and g E G. A GDDS is called nontrivial if it is not one of the 
above. It is known that every (m, n; k; A,, I,)-GDDS D of G generates a 
symmetric GD block design [2] (G, CD ; E ) with C, defined as the list 
[D + g ] g E G]. Furthermore, if C is the corresponding incidence matrix 
then (det C)’ = k2(k2 - A2u)m-‘(k - Al)m(n-l) or k2(k - A,)n-l or 
k2(k2 - i,u) depending whether m, n > 2 or m = 1 or n = 1, respectively. Let 
us call D regular if det C # 0. Otherwise, if k = u or k = I, then call D 
singular while if m, it > 2, k2 - A,u = 0 and k > 1, then call D semi-regular. 
We summarize some known results as follows. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let D be a k-element subset of an abelian group of order 
v and exponent v*. Suppose k > 0 and t is an integer such that (t, v*) = 1. 
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(i) If D + g = D for some g in G then the order of g, denoted by ) gl, 
divides (k, v*). 
(ii) If t is a multiplier of D and (t - 1, v*) = 1 then a translate of D 
is fixed by t. 
(iii) If (k, v*) = 1 then a translate of D is fixed by all multipliers. 
(iv) Suppose D is a regular GDDS and t is a multiplier of D. Then a 
translate of D is fixed by t. If in addition, G is cyclic, then exactly (t - 1, v) 
translates of D arefixed by f. 
ProoJ For any subset A of G, define s(A) = JJxEA x. 
(i) If D + g = D then s(D + g) = s(D) + kg = s(D). Therefore kg = 0 
and lgl I (k, v*). 
(ii) Let g E G and tD = D + g. If (t - 1, v*) = 1 then there exists 
x E G such that (t - 1)x = -g. This implies that D + x is fixed by t. 
(iii) If (k, v*) = 1, then there exists x E G such that s(D + x) = 0. Let 
D,=D+x.IftisamultiplierofD,thentD,=D,+gforsomeginG.But 
O=s(tD,)=s(D,)+kg=kg, so g=O. Therefore D, is fixed by all 
multipliers. 
(iv) It is known [lo, 121 that for a collineation a of a symmetric 
incidence structure, if the incidence matrix is invertible then the number of 
points fixed by a is equal to the number of blocks fixed by a. Now D 
generates a symmetric incidence structure (G, Z,; E ) whose incidence 
matrix is invertible. Define a: G U ZD --, G U ZD by a(g) = tg and 
a(D + g) = t(D + g) for all g E G. Then (r is a collineation of (G, 2,; E) 
fixing zero of G. Therefore a fixes a block, i.e., a translate of D is fixed by t. 
The next statement is true because the number of points fixed by a is equal 
to the number of solutions for x in G to the equation tx = x and the equation 
has exactly (t - 1, v) solutions if G is cyclic. 
THEOREM 5.2. For a nontrivial GDDS D of an abelian group G relative 
to H, -1 is not a multiplier if 
(i) I GI is odd, or 
(ii) D is a dlflerence set of G and G has at most one element of 
order 2, or 
(iii) D is aflne but not special afJine and G/H has at most one 
element of order 2. 
Proof [ 11. Let D have parameters (m, n; k; A1, A,) and v = mn. 
Case 1. (i) or (ii) holds. If possible, suppose -1 is a multiplier of D. 
Theorem 5.l(ii) or (iv) implies that a translate of D is fixed by -1. WLOG, 
assume D is fixed by -1. For every nonzero element x of G, define 
582a/30/2-3 
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D,={(d,,d,)Id,,d,~D, d,--d,=x) and A,=ID,I. Then dx=l, or A2 
depending whether x is in H or not. Also define an equivalence relation -X 
on D, by (d,, d2) -X (d;, di) iff di = dz or -d,. Note that if (d,, d,) E D, 
then (-d,, -d,) E D, and, (d,, d,) = (-d,, -d,) iff x = 2d,. Observe that 
every AX is the summation of the cardinalities of all the equivalence classes of 
mX on D,. 
Case 1.1. Suppose v is odd. Then every equivalence class of -X has 
size 2 except probably the one {(d, -d)} of size in which case x = 2d, d E D. 
So, 1, is odd iff x E 20 - (0). In other words, 20 - {0} = {x E G 1 x # 0,1, 
isodd~.If~,,;I,arebothodd,then2D-(O}=G-(O]andsoD=eitherG 
or G - (0). If A,, L, are both even then 20 - (0) = 0 and D = either 0 or 
{O}.If~,isoddbutL,iseventhen2D-{O}=H-{O)andD=eitherHor 
H - (0). If A, is odd but 1, is even then 20 - (0) = G -H and D = either 
G - H or (G - H) U (0). All these are impossible because D is nontrivial. 
Case 1.2. Suppose v is even, D is a difference set of G and G has only 
one element of order 2. We may assume 1, =&. By (3.3), 
k(k - 1) = A,(v - 1) and so, A1 = 1, is even. Therefore for all x E 20 - {O}, 
the number of equivalence classes of -X of size one is equal to 
j{d E D / x = 2dJI and equal to 2. Obviously, 20 ek (0). Let x,, be the element 
of G of order2. Then for each din D-(0,x,}, since {gEGI2d=2g}= 
{d, d +x0}, we have d +x0 E D. This implies AXO= k or k- 1 which is 
impossible. 
Case 2. Suppose (iii) holds. Let A, B be similarly defined as in 
Theorem 3.2. Then A is a nontrivial difference set of G/H. Under the 
described condition of G/H, -1 is not a multiplier of A from the result of 
Case 1. Therefore -1 is not a multiplier of D by Theorem 3.2(iv). 
As an example, abelian (19, 3; 17; 1, 5)-GDDSs do not exist. Otherwise, 
such a GDDS D must be nontrivial. Besides, k - 1, = 16 and k2 - A,v = 4, 
so (MD3b) is met if we let k, = 16 and t = 2. By Theorem 3.1, 2 will be a 
multiplier of D and so will 2’ E -1 (mod 57) which is impossible by the 
above theorem. 
Remark. With the above parameters, the only possible intersection 
numbers are (1)2(15)1(3)0, where by (ml) x,(m,)x, ... (m,)x, we denote a 
collection of numbers x,s with each xi, i = 1, 2,..., r, appearing exactly mi 
times. 
If a subset D of G is fixed by a multiplier t, then D must be the union of 
some orbits of G under (cc), the permutation group of G generated by t,. By 
this property, some constructions and non-existence of GDDSs of Z, are 
found as shown in Table I. For each tuple of possible parameters 
(m, n; k; 1,) A,), we first determine the possible corresponding intersection 
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TABLE I 
Examples of GDDSs of 2, relative to mZ,, 
u 
Parameters Intersection 
(m, n; k A,, A,) numbers Multipliers GDDSs 
12 (672; 5; 0.2) 
15 (5,3;4;0,1) 
16 (8.2; 7; 0,3) 
24 (6,4; 9; 433) 
26 (13,2;9;0,3) 
8 (42;3;0, 1) 
16 (4,4;7;2,3) 
20 (10,2;9;0,4) 
28 (7,4; 13; 4,6) 
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numbers and a possible multiplier c based on the parameters and then check 
if the union of any orbits of Z,, v = mn, under (tG) is a desired GDDS. 
Not every multiplier can be obtained from the previous multiplier 
theorems. For instance, 3 is a multiplier fixing the following 
(4, 11; 2 1; 9, IO)-GDDS of Z,, : 
(0,4, 12, 16,20, 36}~({0,4,8,24,36} + 1) 
u ((0,4, 8, 16, 28) + 2)U({O, 12, 20, 24, 28) + 3). 
But 3 cannot be obtained from any of the previous theorems. We hope that 
(Tl), (T2) in Theorem 2.1 and (TDl), (TD2), (TD3) in Theorem 3.1 can be 
replaced with weaker conditions in the near future. 
6. A RESULT ON THE MULTIPLIER GROUP OF 
CYCLIC RELATIVE DIFFERENCE SETS 
Let G have exponent v*. Note that an integer multiplier of a subset of G 
may be identified as an element of Z,,. For D c G, define 
M(D) = (tE Z,. 11 is a multiplier of D in G} and M,,,(D) = 
{t E Z,. 1 tD = D in G}. Then M(D) is a multiplicative group modulo v* and 
M,,,(D) is a multilicative subgroup of M(D). 
THEOREM 6.1. Let D be an (m, n; k; 0, I)-GDDS of a group of exponent 
v*. Suppose ka 2 and t,, t2, t,, t, E M,*,(D) such that t, - t, z 
t, - t4 (mod v*). Then 
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(i) for all d E D, either (t, - t,)d = 0 or (t, - t3)d = 0, and 
(ii) (ti - tz)(t, - tJ) = 0 (mod v*). 
Proof: (i) Clear because for all d E D, we have t,d, t2d, t3d, t,d E D 
and t,d - t,d= r,d - r,d and so, either t,d = t,d or t,d = t,d. For (ii), 
k > 2 implies M > 2. Because of (i), (tl - t2)(tl - t3) g = 0 for all g E G - H. 
Besides, if g is a nonzero element of H, then g can be easily written as a 
difference of two elements which are not in H and hence, g also satisfies the 
equation (t, - t,)(t, - t3)g = 0. Therefore (tl - t2)(t, - tJ) 3 0 (mod u*). 
It is known [3, Theorem 6.21 that there exists a cyclic (m, n; k; O,L)- 
GDDS with k > 3 and n > 2 only if k -An > 0. In this case, (3.3) can be 
rewritten as 
k2-Lmn=k-An>O. (6.1) 
We call a subset A4 of Z,, a {0, 1 }-difference set if there exist no t, , t2, t, , 
t, E M such that in Z,, t, # t,, t, f t, but f, - t, = t, - t, # 0. 
THEOREM 6.2. For a cyclic (m, n; k; 0, l)-GDDS D with k > 22, if 
v = mn and, v is either an odd number or equal to k2 - 1, then M&D) is a 
{ 0, 1 I-d@erence set of Z, . 
To prove the theorem, observe that for any prime p dividing u, if we 
define H = mZ,, K,={dED]d=i(modp)} and ti=(KiI for every 
i E (0, 1, 2 ,..., p - l}, then under the given hypothesis 27:: ti = k. Besides, if 
y=]K,nH] and L(x)=]{(d,,d,)]d,d,ED,d,-d,=x in Z,]] for every 
nonzero element x of Z, then Cf:d ti(ti - 1) = J&RO--[O) A(x) = 
]K, - H] = v/p - y. Obviously, if p / m then y = n, otherwise y = n/p. 
Because 27:: tf > l/(p - l)(Cf:: ti)2, we have k + v/p - y = CT:, tt > 
ti + l/(p - l)(k - t,)’ and so, lb-k/PI< l/p{k2-p[k2-(p- lW+ 
U/P-Y)11 . ‘I2 For all the above inequalities, ‘=’ holds if p = 2. This proves 
LEMMA 6.2. If D is an (m, n; k; 0, I)-GDDS of Z, with v > 2, then: 
(i) zf 2 ] m then ]{d E D ( d = 0 (mod 2)}] = [k + (k2 - v)“‘]/2 or 
[k - (k2 - v) 1’2]/2 and 
(ii) if 3 ] v then l{d E D ] d = 0 (mod 3)}] < (k + 2k1’2)/3. 
Proof of Theorem 6.2. If possible, suppose M(D) is not a {O, l}- 
difference set of Z,. Then there exist t, , t,, t,, t, E M(D) such that 
t, - t2 = t, - r4 but t, f t2 and t, f t3 (mod v). Let A = (d E D ( (tl - t2)d I 
O(modv)} and B=(dED](t,-tt,)d-O(modv)}. Then AUB=D by 
Theorem 6.1 (i). Note that all nonzero differences arising from A are distinct 
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and satisfy the equation (t, - f2)x E 0 (mod u) which has exactly (t, - t,, u) 




WLOG, assume ]A ] > k/2. Then (6.2) implies k/2(k/2 - 1) < (tl -t,, u). 
But k > 22, and k2 > v by (6.1), so k/2(k/2 - 1) > k2/5 > u/5. Therefore, 
(tl - t,, v) > u/5 and (tl - t,,v) = v/2, v/3 or v/4. 
Case 1. (t, - t,, u) = u/2 or v/4. Then v is even and so u = k2 - 1, 
m=k+l, n=k-1, k is odd and Ac{dED)d=O(mod2)}. By 
Lemma 6.2(i) and the fact ]A ] > k/2, we have ]A ] = (k + 1)/2 and 
A=(dED]d=O(mod2)}. So ]B]>(k-1)/2. Then (t,-tt,,v)> 
(k - 1)/2[(k - 1)/2 - l] > k2/5 > v/5 by (6.3), (6.1) and k > 22. 
Case 1.1. (t,-tt,,u)=v/20r v/4.ThenBcA andk=]DI=]AUB]= 
]A ] = (k + 1)/2 which is impossible. 
Case 1.2. (tl - t,, u) = v/3. Then 3 I v and B c {d E D I d = 0 (mod 3)). 
By Lemma 6.2(ii), (k - 1)/2 < IBI < (k + 2k’12)/3 which implies k < 21 and 
contradicts our assumption. 
Case 2. (tl - t,, v) = u/3. Then A c {d E D ] d = 0 (mod 3)}. Again by 
Lemma 6.2, k/2 < (A I < (k + 2k’12)/3 which is impossible. 
The proof of the theorem is hence complete. 
It is known [4, 61 that a cyclic (N + 1, N - 1; N; 0, l)-GDDS exists iff a 
cyclic affine plane of order N exists while a cyclic (N’ + N + 1, N + 1, l)- 
difference set exists iff a cyclic projective plane of order N exists. For any 
positive integer N, similar to the definition for M,&N) given in Section 1, 
let M,,(N) be the multiplicative group generated by all prime divisors of N 
modulo N2 + N + 1. According to Hoffman’s multiplier theorem, if D is a 
cyclic (N + 1, N - 1; N; 0, 1 )-GDDS then MA&N) c M(D) and according 
to Hall’s multiplier theorem, if D is a cyclic (N2 + N + 1, N + 1, l)- 
difference set then MPG(N) CM(D). We here use Theorem 6.2 to test 
whether N must be a prime power if a cyclic affine plane or a cyclic 
projective plane of order N exists. It is found that at least for N < 5000, N 
must be a prime power if a cyclic affme plane of order N exists. 
COROLLARY 6.2. Zf D is a cyclic (N + 1, N - 1; N; 0, l)-GDDS with 
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(i) if(N+l)I(t-~‘)thent=t’(modN*-l),and 
(ii) if(N-l)/(t-t’)thent~t’orNt’(modN~-1). 
Here, @ is the Euler function. 
Proof: Let u = N* - 1. By Theorem S.l(iii), we may assume D is fixed 
by all multipliers, so M(D) = M,,,(D) is a (0, 1 }-difference set of 2,. Let 
Zz be the multiplicative group consisting of all those integer residues modulo 
u that are relative prime to U. Then M(D) is a subgroup of Z,*. Note that 
NE M(D). Let t, t’ E M(D). (i) Suppose (N + 1) / t - t’. Then in Z,, 
(N- l)(t - t’) = 0, i.e., Nt - Nt’ = t - t’. So either Nt E Nt’ or 
Nt = t (mod v), This implies t = t’ (mod v). Similarly for (ii), if 
(N-1)/t-t’ then in Z,, (N+ l)(t-t’)=O and Nt-Nt’=t’-t. This 
implies t E t’ or Nt’ (mod v). 
Now suppose u, is the endomorphism from Z,* to Z,*+, determined by 
a,(,x)=x(modN+ 1) for all xEZ,. * Then by (i), u, is one to one on M(D) 
and so a,(M(D)) is a subgroup of order IM(D)j in Zg+ ,. Therefore 
IM(D)( 1 @(N + 1). Similarly by (ii), if u2 is the endomorphism from Zc to 
Z&, such that u*(x) E x (mod N - 1) for all x E Zz then u,(M(D)) is 
equivalent to the quotient group M(D)/u;‘(l) and so has order IM(D)l/2. 
Therefore IM(D)I ) (@(N + 1), 2@(N - 1)). The proof for the corollary is 
hence complete. 
Let x and a be integers and a > 0. Define MOD(x, a) = z0 iff z,, is the 
smallest nonnegative integer z such that a (x - z. Clearly, if y, b are also 
integers, b > 0 and x = y (mod ab) then MOD(x, a) = MOD(y, a). From 
Corollary 6.2, if there exists a cyclic affine plane of order N > 22, then for 
any prime factor p of N, 
(Al) ifj is a positive integer such that MOD(#, N + 1) = 1 or N then 
MOD(p’, N* - 1) = MOD($, N + 1), and 
(A2) if j is a positive integer such that MOD(p’, N- 1) = 1 then 
MOD($,N’- 1)= 1 or N. 
Table II shows all the possible values for N, 6 < N < 5000, N is not a 
prime power but N satisfies conditions (Al) and (A2) for all prime factors p 
of N. There are nineteen of these. However, for each of them, an example is 
given in the same table to prove that MApp(N) is not a (0, I}-difference set of 
Z,,,,-, . All the required computations are done by computer. 
Similarly, because N2 + N + 1 is odd, Theorem S.l(iii) and Theorem 6.2 
imply that if there exists a cyclic projective plane of order N > 21, then 
MPG(N) is a (0, 1 }-difference set of Z,,(N) and so 
(P2) IM&N)I < N + 1 and 
(P3) if t,, t,, t,, t, E M,,(N) then in ZN1+N+ ,, if t, # t, and t, # t, 
then t, - t, # t, - t,. 
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Table III is part of the output of a computer program which searches for 
the smallest positive integer N such that N is not a prime power but (P2) and 
(P3) are satisfied. The number is found to be 718. Another computer work 
has shown that for any positive integer N, 2 <N < 3000, if N is not a prime 
power then one of the conditions (Pl), (P2), (P3) is not satisfied. (Condition 
(P 1) is introduced in Section 1). 
The nonexistence of cyclic affine planes and cyclic projective planes of 
order N < 21 with N not a prime power can be easily verified by 
Theorem 6.l(ii). It is interesting to see that for a cyclic (m, n; k; 0, l)- 
GDDSD, if v=mn, mh3 and n>2 then k2-k$ l<v<k2- 1. Here, 
v = k2 - 1 iff D gives a cyclic affine plane of order k; v = k2 - k + 1 iff D 
gives a cyclic projective plane of order k - 1. 
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